European citizenship entails, for EU nationals, a right to belong across borders. This article questions the implications of this latter right for the status of third country nationals in the EU. It contributes to address a gap between the literature on European citizenship and the literature on the admission and civic integration of third country nationals. The article begins by tracing a disconnect in the rules and narratives on admission and naturalisation of third country nationals in the EU. This is a disconnect between logics of individual rights protection, which European citizenship infiltrates, and logics of state sovereignty and governmental discretion, which otherwise dominate relevant rules and narratives. The article relies on the political science literature on mutual recognition and demoicracy to reinterpret European citizenship's norm of belonging across borders so as to reconcile the disconnect. Ultimately, the theoretical bridge that the article draws between citizenship narratives and immigration narratives offers a novel perspective on the tension between liberal values and integration discourses in Europe. It also sets out a possible frame to begin rethinking rules of engagement and cooperation in the context of the EU common immigration policy.
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I Introduction
In January 2015, Lassana Bathily saved a number of people in a French supermarket from death at the hands of ruthless terrorists. As a reward, in March 2015 he was awarded French citizenship. 1 Rani Pushpa, an Indian woman, failed to learn Italian in 10 years of Italian residence. As a sanction, in March 2015, she was prevented from taking the oath of Italian citizenship. 2 In June 2015, the beaches around Ventimiglia on the border between Italy and France portrayed a disheartening scenario: bathing European citizens looking for a tan, and homeless third country asylum seekers, hoping to cross into France despite the French police pushbacks, and meanwhile looking for shelter. 3 These disparate stories point in a common direction. Inclusion of a third country national (TCN) as a citizen, resident, or just temporary visitor in a EU Member State depends in good part on governmental discretion in deciding on inclusion and exclusion. Yet belonging in a EU Member State at its fullest entails a supranational citizenship, which limits governmental discretion in a number of ways.
This article focuses precisely on how European citizenship affects, in this sense, the rules of the immigration game. It questions how European citizenship rules matter for the status and rights of TCNs in the EU, and how European citizenship's underlying rationales may contribute to rethink rules of engagement and of cooperation in the context of a common European immigration policy.
The quest may seem ill-defined, at a time when European citizenship's relevance to Europe and to the project of integration is under threat from several perspectives. First, the right of free movement in which European citizenship finds most concrete expression is in practice relevant to few, but has drawn the attention of many in Euro-skeptical political agendas, and has ultimately become exposed to judicial backlash. 4 Second, European citizenship's political irrelevance becomes egregious at a time when Europe is confronted with harsh expressions of national voice and tangible threats of exit. Finally, European citizenship's rights-protection legacy appears nullified by the dehumanizing experience of several TCNs at Europe's frontiers.
It is precisely the danger of rushed demise, under the influence of these perspectives, of one of the richest conceptual achievements of European integration that makes this article's investigation pressing. The article argues that European citizenship harbors an important theoretical acquis that is worth exploring further. It endeavors to spell out part of this acquis, by focusing on its relevance for the EU immigration regime. It begins by tracing a disconnect throughout rules, narratives, and rationales resulting, respectively, of European citizenship's engagement with TCNs, and of the EU common immigration policy and the Member States' immigration and nationality regimes. This is a disconnect between logics of individual rights protection, which European citizenship infiltrates into the domain of immigration and nationality, and logics of state interest and discretion which otherwise prevail in the latter of the article's quest, as the process that brings TCNs from legal otherness to partial or full legal membership. The fact that legal inclusion is a process, and not the immediate result of a TCN passing the border, depends precisely on the state's sovereign power to exclude aliens, by controlling borders and deciding on entry and residence. A second methodological novelty is in the interdisciplinary perspective that the article adopts. It applies concepts from theories of demoicracy and mutual recognition to link back the contrasts it identifies in the rules and narratives on citizenship and immigration to broader conundrums on rights and power.
In this latter perspective, the article contributes, first, to the literature on mutual recognition. 9 Its European citizenship lens magnifies connections between notions of mutual recognition in political theory and international relations, 10 and technical legal ones in the area of freedom, security and justice (AFSJ). 11 It also adds to the literature on European citizenship, stretching transnational understandings of the same in a new direction. 12 Finally, the arguments developed in the article also offer hints to ongoing debates on interstate cooperation and sharing of responsibilities in the EU common immigration policy, 13 and on civic integration and liberal nationalism.
immigration and nationality policies. It illustrates and compares the frames and purposes of relevant rules (II.A); it considers and contrasts a rights narrative and a discretion narrative developed through the interpretation and application of each set of rules (II.B); and ultimately it reflects on the disconnect that these rules and narratives portray and on the broader tensions between rights and sovereignty that this disconnect reveals (II.C). Part III questions European citizenship's capacity to support the rules and narratives that it fosters with appropriate rationales. It considers how European citizenship's relentless challenge to national boundaries relies on a norm of mutual recognition of belonging (III.A); building on the implications of this norm of mutual recognition it develops a demoicratic reading of European citizenship (III.B); and it applies the demoicratic argument to attempt a reconciliation of the disconnect in the rules, narratives and rationales (III.C). This yields an answer to the question of how European citizenship matters for TCNs and for rules of engagement and cooperation in immigration, as well as broader reflections on the conceptual potential of European citizenship, which are taken up in the conclusion.
II The Status of TCNs in the EU: Competing Rules and Narratives
A Rule Frames and Purposes
European Citizenship
European citizenship has at first sight little bearing on the admission, status and rights of TCNs.
It is an addition to national citizenship, which it follows automatically, 15 and it is not an independent category in the context of either EU, or Member States' immigration laws.
However, it has grounded a set of judicial and legislative rules on the admission and on the rights of TCN family members of European citizens who exercise their Treaty rights. It has also grounded some novel principles on the interpretation of Member States' nationality laws. In this sense, European citizenship has brought about some novel rules affecting the condition of TCNs even beyond the rules of EU immigration law that are specifically addressed to TCNs.
First of all, TCNs who are family members of migrant European citizens under article 2 of Directive 2004/38 enjoy a number of derivative rights. Rights of entry and residence, 16 equal treatment, labor market access, and long-term integration 17 are recognized to the TCN family member in order to ensure the exercise of the European citizen's right to free movement under 'objective conditions of freedom and dignity'.
18 Relevant TCNs' rights are retained even if death or separation come to sever the family relationship on which they are based. 19 ECJ case law has interpreted and stretched the boundaries of relevant rights. It has clarified for instance the conditions for the entry and residence in a host State of spouses of migrant European citizens; 20 the conditions under which TCN family members may obtain a right of permanent residence; 17 Id., art. 24, 23 and 16(2). 18 Id., whereas 5. 19 Id., art. 12-13. 20 the limits to documentary burdens that can be imposed on the TCN family member in the Member State of nationality of the sponsor European citizen. 22 Case law has brought European citizenship to bear even on TCN family members whose situations do not fall within the scope of the Citizenship Directive. The ECJ has interpreted Treaty provisions on European citizenship to require that the TCN parent caretaker of a minor European citizen be entitled to reside with her in a host Member State in order to make the minor's right to free movement effective.
23 As a further protection of the effectiveness of free movement, the CJEU has affirmed the right of a TCN family member to reside in the Member State of origin of the sponsor European citizen, so as to allow European citizens to continue the family life they may have built or developed during the exercise of free movement. 24 Even in the absence of free movement or other cross-border links, the claim for a right to reside and work of a minor European citizen's TCN parent caretaker has to be accommodated, if a contrary determination would lead to interference with the genuine substance of the European citizen's rights.
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As a result the rules surrounding European citizenship accord protected status to a number of classes of TCNs: spouses of migrant citizens, partners of returning migrant citizens, parent caretakers of migrant minor citizens, or of non-migrant but threatened ones. 26 These European citizenship-dependent statuses are to some extent parallel to the statuses of TCN family members of migrant EU workers. The latter also enjoy a privileged status under EU law. 27 European citizenship has however gone a step further, bringing the legacy of citizenship to bear on the condition of relevant TCNs. While the recognition of rights to TCN family members of migrant workers fits clearly within the context of a market project, the condition of TCN family members of European citizens depends on the scope of transnational membership in the EU. 28 It has to do with how European citizenship transforms the meaning and boundaries of national citizenship.
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This transformation depends not only on the statuses that European citizenship entails for TCNs but also on the limits that European citizenship brings to the Member States' power to grant and withdraw national citizenship. While nationality remains an exclusive competence of the Member States, 30 European citizenship case law clarifies that relevant powers must be exercised in compliance with EU law and taking into account, in particular, the rights and status of European citizens. 31 Member States cannot impose additional conditions before treating as fullfledged European citizens the nationals of other Member States; 32 and they cannot denaturalize a citizen without considering, in a proportionality perspective, the consequences in terms of loss of European citizenship. 33 One further status appears thus to be imbued with European citizenship considerations: the one of TCNs aspiring to naturalisation.
Ultimately, European citizenship affects the condition of TCNs in a piecemeal fashion and with an alternation between daring and pulling back. 34 It does design in the penumbra of citizenship, in any case, a number of status-protective rights.
EU Common Immigration Policy and National Rules
These European citizenship-based statuses for TCNs co-exist with a multitude of other ones, determined in accordance with the Member States' immigration and nationality laws, and the EU common immigration policy. The coexistence of the latter two levels of law and policy makes for a complex regulatory frame.
Under the Treaties, the EU is competent to develop a common policy on asylum, immigration and external borders control. 35 The common policy on asylum finds implementation in a recently recast package of directives and regulations comprising the 'common European asylum system'.
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The common immigration policy encompasses, among others, 'the conditions for The result is a multitude of statuses for TCNs in Europe. Member States' domestic law governs the residence rights of several classes of TCNs seeking work, family reunification, or humanitarian protection. However EU law has carved out, within each class, broader or narrower subclasses whose residence rights are EU law driven: for instance, among workers, the highly skilled, and among asylum seekers, those who are given either refugee status or subsidiary protection under relevant EU law rules. 43 In the area of freedom, security and justice, comprising the common immigration policy, competence is shared between the EU and the Member States, art. 4(2)(j) TFEU. 44 This fragmentation of statuses reflects in part an uneasy division of competence between the EU and the Member States beyond the Treaty rules, and an uncertain terrain for supranational cooperation. The design of the EU immigration policy bears indeed the legacy of its intergovernmental origins. 47 Conflicting priorities depending on geographic position and histories of migration, a puzzle of opt-in and opt-outs, and dualism between mutual trust and mutual suspicion express this inter-governmental legacy and the difficulties of supranational cooperation in this field. 48 Cooperation has resulted, for instance, in clear, albeit highly problematic rules on asylum seekers' reception, 49 and in swift mechanisms of recognition of enforcement decisions against illegal migrants.
50 On the other hand, the harmonization of statuses for legal migrants has incurred much resistance, yielding the above mentioned plethora of statuses for TCNs, as well as 'softer' Member States obligations.
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In the context of these supranational rules of different sign, fundamental rights and individual rights do have a place. EU law instruments explicitly refer to fundamental rights protection and the European courts test governmental conduct with regards to immigration against relevant standards.
52 However protection of relevant rights represents an outer limit to the coordinated exercise of state power, rather than an objective of supranational coordination.
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Supranational cooperation in the context of the EU common immigration policy thus expresses a sort of anomalous federalism: despite commitment to fair sharing of responsibilities among equal participants in a supranational system, 54 and despite commitment to fundamental rights, the supranational cooperation frame works primarily to upgrade and reinforce states' interests norme sulla condizione dello straniero (Italian Immigration Act), GU n. 191, 18.08.1998, Suppl. Ord. N. 139, art. 18. 47 Only with the Treaty of Amsterdam, the transfer of rules on immigration from the third to the first pillar marked the beginning of a shift from inter-governmentalism to supranationalism in this field. 48 55 inter-state loyalty is selective and contingent; 56 and while formally protected through the fundamental rights frame the interests of individual denizens are ultimately entrusted to a puzzle of overlapping statuses.
While there is no supranational frame of cooperation for access to nationality, the coexistence of 28 different nationality laws adds to the puzzle of TCNs' statuses. For instance, the TCN highly skilled workers, or the TCN students, whose statuses are harmonised under EU law, further divide into TCN highly skilled workers in Belgium, Spain, Poland or else; and into TCN students in the Netherlands, Germany or Italy or else. Their paths to citizenship differ, and their respective spaces of action are not as borderless as the ones of birth-right citizens.
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Despite a common name, thus, TCNs' statuses are multiple in the EU. Both European citizenship and its rules on the one hand, and the Member States and EU rules on immigration and nationality on the other one, contribute to generate this multitude. There is a difference in focus and purpose between the European citizenship rules, and the immigration and nationality ones. Albeit with limits and conditions that take into account Member States' preferences, the former tend to be right-enhancing for TCNs: they open up facilitated routes for their inclusion, based on consideration of TCNs' and European citizens' individual interests. The latter are rather centered on allocating independent and coordinated state interests: they preserve a system of selective inclusion and enforceable exclusion, where the TCNs' individual interests work as a limit to governance rather than as a purpose for its exercise.
This contrast that blinks through the rules becomes prominent in the narratives that develop through their interpretation and application on the part of courts, administrators, policy makers. These narratives illustrate further the character of the process of TCNs' inclusion in Europe; that is, the process through which TCNs acquire a status of partial or full legal membership through either residence or nationality.
B The Narratives
The Rights Narrative A first narrative unravels through the reasoning and the dicta in ECJ judgments interpreting European citizenship-dependent rules on the status of TCNs. This first narrative emphasizes that the Member States, albeit competent to decide on nationality matters, retain limited discretion in this field, in light of European citizenship; that, in some instances inclusion descends from European citizenship as a right and Member States' discretion in granting or denying rights of residence to TCNs is accordingly limited also in this respect; and finally that European citizenship has a substance of its own, which may trigger relevant rights to inclusion. 55 See Mitsilegas, above, n. 51, at 320-22. 56 As shown by contemporary debates on resettlement and relocation plans for refugees. 
Limited Governmental Discretion in Nationality Matters
According to the rights narrative, European citizenship limits governmental discretion in making determinations on nationality. In the context of these latter decisions, indeed, the rights of European citizens cannot be disregarded. The idea that EU law represented a limit to Member States' decisions on the grant and withdrawal of nationality has echoed throughout ECJ case law ever since the Micheletti case. 58 The Rottmann judgment, 59 concerning the denaturalisation proceedings in Germany of an Austrian national who had acquired German nationality through fraud, clarifies the extent to which European citizens' rights limit Member States' powers in this field. Rottmann had lost Austrian nationality in acquiring the German one and would thus have remained stateless following his denaturalisation in Germany. The referring German court asked the ECJ whether EU law required a Member State to refrain from denaturalizing a national if denaturalisation would have caused loss of European citizenship and statelessness. 60 The ECJ replied that EU law requires, on the part of national authorities, an assessment of proportionality of the relevant decision in light of the consequences of denaturalisation for the citizen's, and his family's, status and rights under EU law.
61 European citizens have, in other words, a right to inclusion that decisions on grant and withdrawal of nationality must take into account.
In the words of Advocate General Maduro, writing the opinion for the case, "if the situation comes within the scope of Community law, the exercise by the Member States of their retained powers cannot be discretionary. It is subject to the obligation to comply with Community rules".
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In the words of the Court, "the Member States have the power to lay down the conditions for the acquisition and loss of nationality, […] the exercise of that power, in so far as it affects the rights conferred and protected by the legal order of the Union […] is amenable to judicial review carried out in the light of European Union law."
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Inclusion through Residence as a Right
Conferral and withdrawal of nationality is not the only power that the Member States can no longer exercise in a discretionary fashion in light of European citizenship. The case law interpreting TCN family members' rights under the Citizenship Directive and under the Treaty provisions on European citizenship tends to treat recognition of a residence status to relevant TCNs as a right they can claim, rather than as a concession they may receive at the discretion of the authorities of the relevant Member State.
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Breach of relevant rights on the part of a Member State may give rise to state liability. In December 2014, the Irish High Court condemned the Irish State to pay damages to Mr. 58 Micheletti, above, n. 31, para 10. 59 Rottmanni¸ above, n. 31. 60 Id. para 35. 61 Id. para 54-56. 62 Rottmann, above, n. 31, (Opinion of A.G. Poiares Maduro) EU:C:2009:588, para 20. 63 Micheletti, above, n. 29, para 48. 64 See e.g. O and B, above, n. 24, para 56; Sean Ambrose McCarthy, above, n. 22, para 33; Ruiz Zambrano, above, n. 23, para 45.
Ogieriakhi, a Nigerian national, for having wrongfully denied his right to permanent residence in Ireland under the Citizenship Directive, as the spouse of a EU national. 65 Mr. Ogieriakhi had lost his job as a result and sued the Irish State for damages. 66 The Irish Court of Appeals subsequently reverted the High Court's judgment on the ground that the High Court had not properly applied the test for state liability. 67 However, the narrative weaved in the High Court's judgment, and in the CJEU's response to the questions that the High Court referred to it in the course of the first instance proceeding, cast light on the nature of TCNs' rights to inclusion.
In referring to the CJEU, the Irish High Court aimed at clarifying whether residence in a host Member State while separated from the sponsor European citizen spouse counted towards achievement of the right to permanent residence under the Citizenship Directive. 68 In responding in the affirmative, the ECJ highlighted the rights' nature of Mr. Ogieriakhi's claim to permanent residence under the directive: he had to be regarded, in the words of the court, 'as having acquired a right to permanent residence' under the relevant provisions. 69 The Irish High Court referred to this very passage of the ECJ judgment to support its own determination that Mr. Ogieriakhi 'had become entitled to permanent residence in Ireland'.
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Entitlement of the TCN equals limited discretion for the host Member State: the Irish High Court noted that under the relevant provisions of the Citizenship Directive, no discretion whatsoever was left to Ireland. 71 Having disregarded the limits of its own discretion contributed, in the view of the High Court, to make the Irish government liable to Mr. Ogieriakhi. 72 While the Court of Appeals dismissed the High Court's reasoning on discretion and the the High Court's rule in this respect thus did not survive, 73 the underpinning narrative on a right to inclusion does.
Even if it is in principle just an addition to nationality, European citizenship triggers a range of inclusion rights: rights to remain included for European citizens; and rights to become included for TCNs. European citizenship reveals thus a substance of its own, which constrains Member States' power and discretion in administering admission and naturalisation.
The Substance of European Citizenship as a Trigger for the Right to Inclusion
The very substance of European citizenship may become, at times, the source of rights of inclusion. This was the case in the 2010 Ruiz Zambrano judgment. 74 The ECJ resorted to the substance of European citizenship to ground the entitlement of a TCN to reside and work in Belgium as the father care-taker of two Belgian-born and Belgian national children. Protection of the substance of the children's European citizenship, which would have been harmed had they been compelled to leave the European Union with their father, triggered their father's right to inclusion.
76 Hailed as revolutionary for its dispensing with cross-border elements in applying European citizenship, 77 the innovative potential of the decision has actually been tamed in subsequent cases: the Court has been reluctant to accommodate any of the TCNs' claims subsequently brought in reliance on Ruiz Zambrano, and has qualified the doctrine from various perspectives. 78 In this sense Ruiz Zambrano may appear as the last indulgence before the Court adopted a more sober and cautious approach to the rights of European citizenship. 79 The substance doctrine, however, yields an important and potentially enduring legacy for the rights narrative of inclusion: it suggests that there is a substantive core to the rights of European citizenship, which may dictate the overruling of regular admission requirements and procedures for a TCN, and yield an independent right to inclusion. 80 Despite the vagueness of the relevant rule, the doctrine strengthens and confirms a commitment to individual rights in the inclusion narrative developed around European citizenship. 81 This challenges some of the main tenets of a competing narrative on immigration and naturalisation that rather focuses on discretion. 75 Id., para 42-43. 76 Id., para 42-45. 77 the Role of Rights (Cambridge University Press, forthcoming) (for a point of view on how European citizenship may be seen as impoverishing rather than enriching its beneficiaries).
The Discretion Narrative
The interpretation and application of EU and national rules on immigration and of national rules on naturalisation on the part of courts, administrators and policy makers yields a second narrative on the inclusion of TCNs in the EU. This second narrative is Member States' focused, even though EU laws and policies developed within the frame of supranational cooperation in the context of the EU common immigration policy also feed into it, as do the CJEU judgments interpreting EU immigration law. 82 This narrative emphasizes state discretion rather than individual rights. Discretion of national authorities in making decisions on inclusion of TCNs, whether as residents or as nationals, is a first theme in this narrative. A further theme is integration: inclusion of a TCN, as a resident or as a national, requires a measure of integration into the social and cultural community of a specific Member State. Both themes are ultimately a reminder of the sovereign prerogatives of states, which retain the power to guard their borders and administer inclusion and exclusion. The concept of 'leave to enter' reminds that entry is a granted concession of the authorities, even when relevant requirements are met. Terminology used in the guidance on the Tier 1 (Entrepreneur) visa confirms this idea of concession. 85 In clarifying the conditions for obtaining the relevant visa, the guidance refers in fact repeatedly to notions of 'leave to enter', 'leave to remain', 'grant of leave', 'permission to stay'.
86 Similarly, the Italian Immigration Act lists the conditions according to which a foreigner 'may be allowed to stay'.
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The Belgian Cour Constitutionnelle has made the point clear in a judgment interpreting the Belgian law on the residence of foreigners: grant of a residence permit under relevant provisions "constitue une faveur et non un droit". 83 Home Office, Visas and Immigration Operational Guidance Collection, Immigration Rules,available at <https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/immigration-rules>. 84 Id. para 7. 85 Guidance on Tier 1 (Entrepreneur) visa, available at <https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/guidance-onapplication-for-uk-visa-as-tier-1-entrepreneur>. 86 Id. Even beyond admission to residence, discretion is an important element in the context of naturalisation processes. 89 Under the nationality law of several Member States, competent authorities retain a margin of discretion in deciding on the opportunity of the grant of citizenship, even when legal requirements are satisfied. The naturalisation stories of Lassana Bathily in France and of Rani Pushpa in Italy provide a telling example. Lassana's inclusion story took a sudden turn following the dramatic events in Paris in which he had distinguished himself. The French Ministry of the Interior at this point exercised its discretion to accelerate Lassana's application for French citizenship, which had been pending since 2011. 90 In the case of Rani Pushpa, discretion cut the other way: an Italian mayor decided that poor Italian skills had to prevent Rani from taking an oath on the Italian constitution, even if she had complied with all legal requirements for naturalisation. 91 The competent prefetto (representative of the Ministry of the Interior), in overruling the mayor's determination, pointed out that the latter had entailed a misuse of discretion. 92 Case law on the review of naturalisation decisions both confirms and justifies governmental discretion as an element of the inclusion process. The Italian Consiglio di Stato (Council of State), for instance, has repeatedly held that the grant of nationality is the result of a highly discretionary evaluation on the part of the administrative authorities. Integration in a National Community Social and economic integration have become, over the course of the last decade, a preliminary requirement in several Member States for a TCN to obtain or maintain a residence permit. France, Italy, Austria and Luxembourg, for instance, require that entrants sign an integration 89 See e.g. Nuove Norme sulla Cittadinanza, Law no. 91 of 1992, Gazzetta Ufficiale n. 38, 15.02.1992, art. 9. Also see Ministry of the Interior of the Czech Republic, 'Granting Nationality of the Czech Republic', available at <http://www.mvcr.cz/mvcren/article/granting-nationality-of-the-czech-republic.aspx>. 90 See http://mobile.interieur.gouv.fr/Actualites/L-actu-du-Ministere/Lassana-Bathily-est-devenu-francais. 91 See http://www.huffingtonpost.it/2015/03/01/sindaco-nega-cittadinanza_n_6778770.html Also see Italian Citizenship Act, above, n. 89. Language knowledge is not a legal requirement for Italian citizenship, although it is an element taken into account in the authorities' discretionary evaluation. 92 Parliamentary debates surrounding the latter reform shed light on the narrative underpinning such requirements of integration. According to one of the members of the Belgian Parliament, the aspiration to become citizen of a nation implies the desire "to share the values of the nation one wants to belong to, to integrate in its identity, and to make such desire known to everybody".
As a result, nationality policy requires "an in-depth, sincere reflection on the necessary link between the acquisition of nationality in a country, and the national community which is at the basis of such country". It requires "taking into account the concerned person's intention to integrate in the country of residence, and granting nationality upon successful completion of this integration". Even when integration is not a named requirement under applicable nationality laws, it is often part of the concrete assessment of administrative authorities. So much explains the Italian Consiglio di Stato, in whose words, relevant authorities must ascertain "whether the foreigner has been successfully integrated in Italy, so that he can be said to belong to the national community".
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The national rush towards integration requirements also has a EU level counterpart. TCNs' integration has been a EU priority ever since the European Council in Tampere, 107 reemphasized, most recently, in the 2015 European Agenda on Migration, which makes 'effective integration' one of the priorities for a new policy on legal migration. 108 If the focus of these policy programmes is promoting genuine participation of migrants at the economic and social level, 114 EU legislation adopted as part of the common immigration policy, as well as its interpretation on the part of the CJEU, rather reflect the Member States' adoption of integration requirements as tools of immigration control. Both the EU Long Term Residence Directive 115 and the EU Family Reunification Directive 116 make room for the application of integration requirements on the part of the Member States. 117 In particular, in interpreting the latter, the CJEU has taken to some extent a middle way between rights' narrative and discretion narrative. For instance, in interpreting the Family Reunification directive, the Court has clarified that the directive imposes precise obligations on the Member States with regard to family reunification, which mirror into individual rights for TCNs.
118 However, the Court has then readily upheld provisions of the directive having the effect of reinstating a margin of appreciation for the Member States so as to allow them to apply integration requirements, in certain circumstances, before granting family reunification. 119 The Court has recognized, in this respect, the legitimate interest of the Member States in considering their competing interests before granting entry and residence rights to a TCN family member. 120 The stance of EU immigration law, as well as the CJEU's approach to its interpretation, reconfirm thus that beyond the sphere of EU citizenship, a narrative of legitimate national closure, and of discretionary inclusion, prevails both at the national and at the supranational level.
C From Competing Narratives to Contrasting Rationales
The contrast between individual rights protection and accommodation of state priorities, which surfaced in the rules on European citizenship and on immigration and nationality respectively, ripens into a full-fledged disconnect throughout the competing narratives. According to the discretion narrative, inclusion of a TCN, whether as a resident or as a citizen, ultimately depends on the choice of national authorities and is not a right. While the rights' narrative revolving around European citizenship emphasizes that inclusion through residence, in a number of situations linked to European citizenship, is a right; and that decisions on inclusion through nationality have to respect EU law and the rights of European citizens. This limits the discretion of national authorities as well as, potentially, the bite of integration requirements that constellate the discretion narrative. Further, if inclusion in the discretion narrative depends on the good fit of the entrant in the social and cultural fabric of the host Member State, in the rights narrative respect for the substance of European citizenship provides an alternative driver for inclusion independent of integration.
Disconnected narratives label similar situations in different ways. For instance, a rejected asylum seeker according to the discretion narrative may be the admissible parent caretaker of a European citizen according to the rights one; a national legitimately denaturalised for fraud according to the discretion narrative may be a wrongfully disentitled European citizen according to the rights one. Awkward practical results may follow. What for instance if Mr. Zambrano had been in Italy rather than in Belgium and he had failed to comply with the terms of his integration agreement? Would protection of the substance of his subsequently born European citizen child have saved him from expulsion?
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It could be counter-argued that the European citizenship's rules and narrative, rather than challenging the national ones, simply extend exceptions to the discretion frame that already exist in the immigration frame. Family considerations -the argument could go-warrant deviations from general immigration rules, 122 and European citizenship does no more than applying relevant considerations to TCN family members of migrant (and exceptionally also static) European citizens. However first, family considerations only go so far in immigration law and policy. 123 Second, European citizenship tends to emancipate the position of the TCNs it affects from family 121 Under the Italian Immigration Act, TCNs who hold a residence permit for family purposes or are family members of European citizens are not subject to the requirement to sign an integration agreement. See Italian Immigration Act, above, n. 46, art. 4-bis. However, it is not clear that a person in Mr. Zambrano's situation would have qualified for one of these residence permits. 122 Family reunification is an autonomous ground for admission under most immigration laws. Further the right to family life under art. 8 of the ECHR, and art. 7 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights potentially work as a limit to state priorities in immigration matters. 123 See Wallace Goodman, above, n. 14 (integration programmes have turned into migration control instruments precisely for family reunification migrants).
considerations, rather embedding it into a frame of rights meant to bestow autonomous statuses upon their holders. 124 Ultimately, the rules and narratives of European citizenship protect a right to belong in a domain where national rules and narratives, as well as the rules under the EU common immigration policy, rather point towards the state's power to exclude. In this sense, the disconnect between these rules and narratives transposes into the European context a tension between individual rights and state sovereignty that is at the very heart of legal and philosophical conundrums on the regulation of cross-border movement. 125 Under international law, states have a right to manage their borders and to decide in their discretion on the admission and exclusion of aliens. 126 The states' legal power to exclude finds justifications in a number of arguments in political theory and philosophy: from concerns for the premises and functionality of state-led mechanisms of redistribution, 127 to considerations of cultural protection and population trends. 128 On the other hand, under international law, the right of states to include and exclude finds a limit in the necessity to protect in certain instances overarching human rights; 129 and more broadly in an individual right to move across borders, recognised in several international law instruments although subject to several conditions and limits. 130 Joseph Carens traces the philosophical roots of an individual right to cross state borders to principles of both freedom and equality:
131 free movement is a fundamental human freedom, which is also preliminary to many other freedoms; 132 and it is a guarantee of equality of opportunities, which may also help reduce social and economic inequalities on a global scale. 133 In the EU context, this tension between individual rights and state sovereignty breaks into two distinct but related tensions. The narrative of TCNs' rights that EU citizenship brings about frames, on the one hand, a discourse of constitutional limits to the sovereign national power to police borders. On the other hand, it challenges the nation state's power to bound and bond around a shared conception of collective good.
In the former sense the rights' narrative casts limits based on fundamental individual freedoms against the national (and in part supranational) competence to manage borders through the regulation of immigration. Daniel Thym has argued that focusing on the dichotomy between rights and sovereignty is in part misleading in the context of the regulation of European immigration. 134 The latter is best understood through a cosmopolitan lens -the argument goeswhich magnifies how the embedding of human and fundamental rights of migrants in the EU migration policy tames sovereignty and protects the individual right to cross borders. 135 European citizenship, with its rules and narratives touching upon the status of TCNs, adds a constitutional angle to this individual right to cross (European) borders. 136 In the context of immigration laws and policies, individual rights to cross borders either work as boundary to a system otherwise premised on state power and control; 137 or are the side effect of an effort at harmonisation of Member States' rules. 138 In the EU citizenship perspective, the TCNs' right to pass the external borders of the EU and to achieve a status of belonging within its composing nations challenges, albeit in a limited set of circumstances, the very competence of the Member States to guard their borders. 139 In the second sense, the EU citizenship narrative mounts TCNs' supranational rights against the power of the nation state to administer inclusion and exclusion so as to bound around a shared space of solidarity and redistribution. The discretion narrative is imbued with communitarian accents that represent an expression of the latter power. 140 The Italian Council of State suggests that inclusion as national citizens entails the undertaking of moral and material duties towards the community. 141 The debate of the Belgian Parliament on the reform of Belgian nationality law similarly emphasizes the link between acquisition of nationality and participation in the national community. 142 The language of the integration agreements suggests that already when admitted to residence, TCNs are expected to prove their ability and commitment to undertake and fulfil the obligations that come with membership in a bounded national community. 143 The discretion narrative thus preserves the boundedness of the EU Member States.
The rights narrative on the other hand tends to un-bound the Member States. It potentially amplifies and perpetuates the 'opening effect' that supranational citizenship, and European integration more in general, have been found to have on the Member States ability to articulate a shared notion of collective good.
144 This is because the right to belong that European citizenship projects onto TCNs transcends national boundaries.
Disconnected narratives thus signal deeper contrasts between, on the one hand, the Member States' role as guardians of bounded national spaces (and spaces that are bounded for a reason); and European citizenship's role of translating liberal values of individual freedom and autonomy, equality and tolerance that are at the basis of the European integration project into precise citizenship rights, of free movement, equal treatment and recognition as a fellow citizen despite national otherness. 145 These contrasts expose in turn the dilemma that immigration poses for European liberal democracies. 146 If in managing their borders so as to protect national identities and the collective interest of their communities, the EU Member States compromise principles of autonomy, equality and tolerance, they dilute the liberal character of those very identities and communities. If on the other hand they surrender to EU citizenship's menu of supranational rights, they risk endangering those identities and communities by unbounding them. becomes then, whether European citizenship has the ability to back its narrative of rights with a credible theory of supranational boundaries.
II EU Citizenship and EU Immigration: Reconciling Competing Narratives through Mutual Recognition and Demoicracy
A EU Citizenship, National Boundaries and Mutual Recognition of Belonging
Questions of supranational citizenship and community boundaries have several angles, and have been extensively explored in different literatures. In part, they have been treated as questions of identity, focusing on the possibility of shifting the boundaries of perceived belonging in Europe. 149 They have also been looked at from a political angle, addressing the feasibility of redesigning political boundaries at the supranational level. 150 This article is rather concerned with the perspective of rights. Which boundaries shift in conjunction with European citizenship's articulation of a frame of supranational rights for second country nationals, and tangentially for TCNs? How do the obligations of rights' providers change, when the boundaries of the community of the entitled become supranational? And how does the supranational status of rights' holders relate to the status of national citizens?
While the rights perspective does not exhaust, of course, the question of boundaries, addressing these questions may help interpret the disconnect in rules and narratives that the first part of this article denounced, thereby clarifying the role that EU citizenship may play in the context of EU immigration.
The first-sight reality of European citizenship may inspire skeptical answers to the questions set above. European citizenship has been accused of being the side product of a market project. While it enhances and enlarges the sphere of autonomy of European economic actors, it does not trigger truthful reshaping of the community of solidarity that social citizenship relies upon.
151 In the absence of a supranational welfare system that may back an effort in this sense, European citizenship does not offer a sustainable recipe for the Member States to work as supranational rights' providers. Nor can it sustain the level of bonding that would legitimate a supranational architecture of redistribution. On the contrary, it is a 'misnomer' that threatens the Member States' ability to preserve their vest of social states. 152 The rebounding of the national welfare states, and retrenchment into nationalism, which ongoing social and economic crises have catalysed, 153 underline the shortfalls of European citizenship.
National rebounding protects in this sense important collective goods, of which the nation states remain perhaps the most effective guardians. At the same time, the very possibility for the Member States to push back on their role as supranational rights providers reveals the fragile and contingent nature of the rights of second country nationals. While the CJEU has tried to make of these rights a 'fundamental status', 154 they remain limited and conditional. 155 In times of crisis they have become exposed to political resistance and to legal setbacks. 156 If residence was once thought to represent 'the new nationality', 157 it may seem these days that national citizenship is back with a vengeance as the ultimate source of rights and security.
158 If the supranational entitlements of second country nationals face such uncertain destiny, what can it be of the ones of TCNs? This sobering vision, while holding much truth, disregards in part the conceptual legacy of supranational citizenship.
European citizenship was never meant to supersede national citizenship, either as a source of status, repository of identity, venue of political encounter, or container of rights.
159 It has rather stretched European national citizenships beyond their own borders, giving them an extraterritorial reach. 160 In doing this, it has not only expanded the sphere of autonomy of individual national citizens, but also problematised the boundaries of their social and political spaces of belonging, grounding state obligations, albeit limited ones, towards those outside the core circle of membership.
European citizenship's problematising of national boundaries is best evident in the context of the law on free movement. The European citizens' right to move and reside in the several Member States entails a number of transnational components:
161 the right to export benefits and entitlements tied to nationality to a host Member State; 162 the right not to be burdened, or discriminated for having exercised the freedom to move; 163 the right to equal treatment with nationals of host Member States; 164 and a broader right to belong across Member State borders, for instance through seeing the family life one has built while exercising free movement rights protected upon return to a Member State of origin. 165 From the perspective of the individual citizens, these rights signify an extension of the boundaries of their national citizenships, whose content comes to reach beyond national borders while opening up a dimension of belonging also in other Member States. 166 From the perspective of the Member States, enforcement of these rights implies a rule of mutual recognition of European citizens' national belonging. 167 Free movement of European citizens entails in other words a right to belong across borders which mirrors into an implied obligation of mutual recognition on the part of the Member States.
European citizenship thus declines in the domain of membership and belonging a notion of mutual recognition that is both a fundamental regulatory mechanism in the context of the internal market and the AFSJ, 168 and a normative aspiration for the project of European integration.
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Mutual recognition informs operational rules on free movement of persons: rules of recognition enable migrant European citizens to bring along to other Member States a number of accessories, from the more mundane (drivers' licenses), 170 to the more hard earned (diplomas and professional qualifications), 171 to the more identity-signifying (the spelling of their names). 172 At a higher level a system of mutual recognition of national belonging represents the foundation stone for the architecture of free movement of European citizens: each Member State has to uphold without questions the determination of any other Member State as to who belongs as a citizen in their national community, for purposes of extending to such citizens a measure of belonging into its own community.
173 Recognition in this sense implies a measure of trust among the Member States as well as among their nationals. Bonds of trust allow the opening of national borders and the blending of several communities of national others into a community of supranational citizens. 174 While it has been observed that principles applying in the field of free movement cannot be as easily extended to the field of immigration from third countries, 175 two elements from this European citizenship's recipe to generate belonging from otherness are potentially transferable to the domain of TCNs' immigration: the inclination to recognise, rather than reject diversities; and trust rather than suspicion as a basis for relevant decisions of inclusion and exclusion. 166 See Strumia 'Individual Rights', supra note 165. Also see Case C-135/08, Rottmann (Opinion of A.G. Poiares Maduro), above, n. 62, para 16 (European citizenship 'confers on the nationals of the Member States a citizenship beyond the State'). 167 On the notion of mutual recognition of belonging see Strumia, above, n. 57, 278-314; also see Strumia, above, n. 165 . 168 For a comprehensive analysis, see Janssens, above, n. 9 . 169 See Nicolaïdis, 'Trusting the Poles?', above, n. 6; Nicolaïdis and Shaffer, above, n, 4, at 293 (on mutual recognition as a modus operandi for the EU as a whole); Nicolaïdis, 'Kir Forever?', above, n. 6, at 454-455 (on mutual recognition as a way to live with our differences in a European demoicracy). Nicolaïdis, 'Kir Forever?' above, n. 4 at 455 (Weiler's idea of a community of others lives on through the practice of mutual recognition). 175 As free movement responds to different logics and different objectives. See Thym, above, n. 7, at 721 and 735-736; Spaventa, above, n. 81, at 11 (subtracting fellow citizens to executive discretion is precisely the point of European citizens' migration law).
In fact these elements already apply in the context of the EU common immigration policy, only they apply in a flipped manner in comparison to the domain of free movement, and of the internal market more in general. 176 Mutual recognition is a well-known rule in the context of the the area of freedom, security and justice (AFSJ).
177 It presides to the functioning of European Arrest Warrants, to the enforcement of judicial decisions in civil and criminal matters, and to the enforcement of expulsion decisions. 178 As the list suggests, rules of mutual recognition in the AFSJ are functional to easing the circulation of judgments and administrative decisions, rather than to facilitating the movement of persons and goods. 179 Similarly, mutual trust among the Member States is conducive to enforcement of government action. 180 It rests on the presumption that all Member States comply with equivalent standards of fundamental rights protection, barring active inquiry in this respect. 181 Ultimately in the context of the AFSJ rules of mutual recognition work to amplify the effects of governmental discretion rather than to reinforce individual freedoms.
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European citizenship promises an alternative version of mutual recognition that could push back the balance towards individual freedoms also in the AFSJ, at least with regards to the common immigration policy. This is because European citizenship works on the nature of mutual recognition: in the context of citizenship, it is no longer just an operational rule, a mode of transnational governance, and a philosophical principle. 183 It becomes a norm of belonging.
Through this norm of belonging based on mutual recognition, national boundaries change in texture. European citizens' spheres of autonomy, as well as their entitlements, begin to extend across national borders. In this way their spaces of action and of interest as national citizens of differently bounded nation states become to some extent enmeshed. And similarly enmeshed become, by reflection, the spaces of actions of the European denizens, the TCNs. In this sense mutual recognition of belonging expresses, in the context of citizenship rights and statuses, Europe's character as a demoicratic community. 179 Mitsilegas, above, n. 53, at 320-22; Möstl, above, n. 9, at 407-08. 180 But see Janssens, above, n. 168, at 255 (on versatility of mutual recognition that may work either as a principle facilitating enforcement, or protecting individuals from further prosecution through the ne bis in idem principle). 181 See Lenaerts, above, n. 9 at 7; also see Opinion 2/13, EU:C:2014:2454, para 191. But see NS, above, n. 52. 182 Möstl, above, n. 9, at 407-09. 183 Nicolaïdis, 'Trusting the poles? : Mark 2', above, n. 9, at 267.
B European Citizenship as Demoicratic Citizenship
The idea of European demoicracy entails a 'union of peoples understood both as states and as citizens that govern together but not as one '. 184 Recognition is at the basis of belonging in such a community of multiple demoi.
Kalypso Nicolaïdis' definition raises a concern from a citizenship perspective: whether the individual persons whose spheres of autonomy intersect through the exercise of supranational rights can turn into peoples, expressing joint political citizenship by governing together. In other words, how can the 'accidental cosmopolitans' in the eyes of Alexander Somek turn into demoicratic citizens? 185 The question points, on the one hand, to the well-known shortcomings of European political citizenship, 186 and to the political side of the notion of demoicracy. 187 From a different angle, which is rather the focus here, this question links back to the argument that enhanced individual autonomy, bolstered by the porousness of national borders, does not reflect into transnational collective commitments. 188 The mutual recognition content of supranational citizenship challenges the latter argument: recognition of individual transnational entitlements calls for an effort at internalising the points of view of the members of other demoi and redirects in part the obligations of both citizens and governments. 189 In this sense, the interdependence of the citizens' spheres of autonomy creates a space to renegotiate collective commitments.
For such renegotiation to effectively take place, a measure of political appropriation of the transnational space, as well as a shared notion of collective good are needed. In the former respect, the austerity/non-austerity line in political discourses across Europe that have surrounded the sovereign debt crises may represent a burgeoning form of such appropriation. 190 In the latter respect, European citizens' autonomous pursuits suggest, to some extent, a notion of collective good that cuts across national borders. It is the search of the European 'good life' after all that prompts EU citizens to claim mutual recognition of their belonging through the exercise of free movement rights: enhanced autonomy is conducive to the pursuit of employment, adequate welfare protection, ultimately social inclusion. 191 These are the collective goods that the Europeans care about. 192 The obligations that supranational provision of such collective goods triggers for the Member States ultimately express a shared vision of the state as the 'protector of some space away from the market'.
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Extension of citizens' autonomy points to the need for the Member States to exercise relevant obligations, to a certain extent, on behalf of one another, but 184 it does not put up for question the relevant role of the Member States and the need to protect their ability to discharge redistributive duties also in respect of static citizens. 194 Eventually, it seems, the accidental cosmopolitanism of European citizens does express membership in a polity, a demoicratic one, where belonging is transferable among multiple demoi, on the ground that those demoi's conceptions of the common good are akin and may justify a commitment to no othering of their mutual members.
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This commitment to no othering translates into a rule of mitigation in respect of the Member States' power to include and exclude EU citizens or TCNs. The rule points to the Member States' shared responsibilities as guardians of a segment of the borders of a demoicratic polity. 196 The interests of all other Member States have to be taken into account when deciding on the inclusion or exclusion of a TCN, whose status will have Europe-wide implications. In a demoicratic direction, the Italian Council of State in March 2015, in denying naturalisation to a TCN on grounds of public security, remarked that with Italian citizenship comes the right to move freely in the EU Member States. 197 Thus the security interest the Italian government was protecting through the refusal of its nationality -hinted the Council of State-was actually a shared interest that the Italian State had to defend on behalf of all the other Member States.
C Bridging the Disconnect through the Demoicratic Argument
Notions of mutual recognition of belonging and demoicracy ultimately capture the way European citizenship has problematised national boundaries, for second country nationals as well as, by reflection, for TCNs. In respect of the latter, these notions help spell out the nature of the rights that European citizenship brings about for TCNs, as well as the scope of the obligations that European citizenship imposes on Member States in respect of TCNs. As a result mutual recognition and demoicracy lay out a possible bridge between disconnected rules, narratives and rationales.
The norm of mutual recognition suggests that TCN spouses, partners and parent caretakers derive from their European citizen family members a right to be included across national borders, even in spite of competing state priorities. This right to belong across borders suggests a way to reconcile rules on TCNs' status descending of European citizenship, and of the Member States' immigration and nationality regimes.
The rule of mitigation that demoicratic notions of mutual trust, shared responsibility, and no othering suggest offers a reading key to European citizenship's rights narrative in turn. It may help apply the latter narrative to re-interpret the competing immigration and naturalisation one based on discretion.
First, a mutual trust perspective suggests that the Member States in exercising their discretion in making inclusion and exclusion determinations, and in applying their integration requirements, 194 are called to take into account the point of view of any other directly involved Member States. They may have to recognize for instance determinations on residence, rights, integration previously made by another Member State in respect of the same TCN, or in respect of a TCN in the same situation. 198 The logics of European citizenship make recognition of such "grains" of inclusion a right for TCNs and simultaneously limit Member States' powers in this sense.
Ideas of shared responsibility and no othering tame power in the context of admission and naturalisation also in a second direction. They remind that any Member State in administering inclusion and exclusion, even in respect of a TCN's first admission, acts not only on behalf of itself, but on behalf of all other Member States. The right that it grants or denies to the TCN entails a claim, if not a right, to belong not only within its borders but across them and throughout the EU. For this reason, the process of granting or denying such right should incorporate the perspectives of other Member States, even if just potential, as well as the perspectives of European citizenship and its substance. The need to incorporate such perspectives limits, or channels, each Member State's discretion.
To clarify with an example, had Lassana Bathily been a resident of Spain waiting for naturalisation there rather than in France at the time of becoming a hero in a dramatic French situation, Spain would have done well, in a demoicratic perspective, to accelerate his naturalisation process thereby incorporating a French point of view in running its process of inclusion. Ultimately, European citizenship's demoicratic norm of belonging mitigates the tension between national competence to police the borders and supranational rights: sovereignty is not superseded by a right to move across borders, but needs to be exercised in a way conscious of the external implications of that right. 199 In this sense, European citizenship's contribution to the logics of immigration regulation in Europe is not in terms of stripping the Member States of their powers; it is rather in terms of showing the Member States a way to exercise a power that stays theirs in a mutually conscious and mutually respectful way. 200 The point thus is not harmonization of admission and naturalisation rules, but is rather encouraging shared understandings of those rules that preserve, but soften national boundaries. Those national boundaries, as discussed above, are not only an expression of the states' police power, but they also enclose a space of redistribution of collective goods. The question then arises as to what the demoicracy argument demands in terms of redistribution of these collective goods, and in terms of their redistribution for the benefit of outsiders. In this respect, the argument remains indeterminate. Redistributive questions turn in significant part on concrete issues of welfare and tax system design that the notion of demoicracy by itself is not equipped to address. They also turn on the scope of existing notions of collective good. In this respect, while current trends re-emphasize the role of the nation state as the proper venue to configure social citizenship, 201 203 The demoicratic argument further suggests that the kernel of solidarity that a right to belong across borders calls for also redirects such authority. It provides a rationale to exercise it not only to guarantee protection of the interests of insiders, but also to protect the rights of outsiders, whether they are second country nationals or TCNs.
It may be opposed to this that in the absence of supranational bonding, solidarity cannot go very far. However even accepting that solidarity really requires bonds, and that it cannot rather rest on a shared vision of 'good life' combined with awareness of the shared risk of being unable to attain such 'good life', a demoicratic polity entails its own genre of bonds. In Kalypso Nicolaïdis forceful words, it is a "mosaic of intertwined mental and physical landscapes open to each other's soft influences and hard laws, and bound together not by some overarching sense of common identity or peoplehood but by the daily practice of mutual recognition of identities, histories, social contracts". 204 The demoicratic argument on European citizenship faces further challenges. It may be accused of overstating the importance of a few scattered rules on European citizenship family members, and of a subtle rights narrative on inclusion that may well fade into silence. There is a question of feasibility: how is the rights narrative to concretely affect debates and rules on immigration in the EU? As well as a question of opportunity: in a climate of political unrest surrounding several key integration questions, including immigration, 205 and at a time when EU institutional mechanisms are proving inadequate, 206 attaching so much importance to the feeble echoes of European citizenship's tale of rights may seem utopian, if not naïve. The refugee crisis, with the shortcomings it has highlighted in the Common European Asylum System and the divided reactions it has triggered among the Member States, 207 casts an additional shadow on the resilience of any rights' narrative.
In terms of feasibility, at a time when immigration has become one of the most divisive issues in European and national political debates, the strength of the European citizenship's narrative is in that it speaks directly to case workers and courts which are called to apply the rules. If resistance and retrenchment prevail in the political arena, where rights of migrants are cast against the legitimate worries of the host countries for their social cohesion and financial commitments, the citizenship narrative keeps alive an albeit feeble discourse on rights. To a moderate extent, the rights narrative has already percolated to the national level. In Belgium, in the aftermath of the Zambrano judgment, and in the wake of an opinion of the Council of State, the Law on Foreigners was amended to extend family reunification rights with TCN family members to ascendants of Belgian nationals. 208 Also, provisions on denaturalisation in the reformed Code of Nationality were amended at the suggestion of the same Council of State to take into account the Rottmann judgment. 209 In terms of opportunity, it is true that the discontent currents that confront the European integration project have stripped European citizenship of much of its pragmatic bite. Yet the demoicratic argument illuminates the aspirational and exhortatory value of the concept of European citizenship. 210 In its heyday in the 90s and early 2000s, European citizenship has offered a supranational platform for individual right and social protection ideals that resonate in all Member States' traditions. 211 At a time when both legal achievements and political consensus are plummeting in Europe, this platform may provide an important 'restore point'. In fact, the demoicratic argument emphasizes that many of the interests that the Member States, and their public opinions, have grown so defensive of, are ultimately shared. Shared is, for instance, the interest in devising a strategy to cope with an unprecedented refugee crisis that stays true to European values, while taking into account the reception capacities of the Member States. While European citizenship can offer no ready solutions, with its demoicratic character, it reminds that at the roots of the European project there was an endeavor to take into account and internalize into the actions of a nation state the perspective of the other. Whether the other, citizen from the Member State next door, or the other, migrant landing on European shores.
It is from taking stock of this element of sharedness as well as commitment to no othering that European citizenship stands for, that renegotiation of a common European project, and of an acceptable social contract, may begin. Otherwise the Europeans who were meant to expand their cherished freedoms beyond national borders, are bound to fall back within the chains of their cozy but parochial national identities.
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IV Conclusion
Of the three disenchanted perspectives on European citizenship that were introduced at the beginning, this article's quest responds more directly to the third: the apparent dilution of the legacy of rights of European citizenship when one witnesses the experience of TCNs at Europe's frontiers. However the article's findings suggest higher level thoughts on the broader challenges confronting European citizenship, including the evolving resistance to free movement and the political relevance of the notion of supranational citizenship. Therefore, there is a narrower as well as a broader conclusion to it.
In a narrower sense, and in relation to the original question set out in the introduction, European citizenship contributes to the status of TCNs the echoes of a demoicratic norm of belonging across borders. This norm dictates rights for at least a few TCNs and it lays a bridge across disconnected visions of inclusion in Europe that affect many. The bridge is fragile and swings vigorously in the stormy tones that characterise European immigration debates. However it marks a path and its conceptual premises also address two challenges emerging in the regulation and discourse of inclusion in Europe. With regards to the anomalous federalism of EU immigration discussed in Part II, a norm on belonging across the boundaries of several demoi offers a new justification for protection of individual rights in the context of shared immigration competences. Rights of migrants and citizens work not as outward limit to powers which are then used to share or shift burdens according to different rationales, but as the very reason for sharing responsibilities. With regards to the liberalism challenge presented in part III, the imperative of belonging across borders solicits softer application of integration requirements and management of discretion, so as to internalise the preferences of others. Value is returned this way to tolerance and equality.
Beyond the condition of TCNs, a recognition-based norm of belonging confirms that the core status in Europe is national citizenship. While European citizenship, through the annexed free movement rights, stretches part of the content of national citizenship across national boundaries, those same national boundaries are not in question. The Member States ultimately retain competence to control them, but in respect of the rights of a discrete minority of migrant European nationals. A reflection in this sense could begin to tame the sense of threat that seems to sustain nationalist and Euro-sceptic political agendas. The demoicratic argument may further appease this sense of threat by highlighting the role of European citizenship in blending ways of life that rest on similar conceptions of individual and collective good. Immigration, which has dug such profound rifts in European discourses, may appear to be the least likely context to shed light on this side of European citizenship. Yet while European citizens bicker about their differences and close their doors to one another, immigration reminds that the door the migrants are knocking on, or bursting through, is ultimately a common one: it is the prospect of living the good, peaceful life that the European citizens live behind that door-without entirely understanding the shared vision underpinning it-that attracts migrants after all.
Ultimately a demoicratic interpretation of European citizenship's acquis suggests how a marriage with little love and even less understanding such as the one among the European peoples can survive bad weather as a union of mutual respect. It also lays bare the one bond that from several sides supports a supranational citizenship architecture: trust. This is the one citizenship cell from which all the others, rights, voice, solidarity, inclusion, have to descend.
